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Abstract: In the current study, the Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) plastic strain 
measurement is assessed to ascertain the deformation behaviour within individual oriented 
grains in polycrystalline RR1000 Nickel-based superalloy. Here, the crystallographic orientation 
correlations with Geometrically Necessary Dislocation (GND) contents, Schmid and Taylor 
factors as well as strain hardening were investigated. It is demonstrated that grain boundary is 
the major factor influencing GND accumulation in soft grains, while the orientation is the 
critical factor in hard grains’ fragmentation. Furthermore, it is concluded that the total GND 
value for individual grains varies depending on the deformation stage, whereas the locations of 
high GND density within the grains indicates on strain hardening state. Keywords: GND, Strain 
Hardening, FCC, Deformation. 

 
1. Introduction  
It is argued that the classical plasticity theory cannot describe crystalline material behaviour at micron 
level. Subsequently the strain gradient theory was developed based on the framework of 
Geometrically Necessary Dislocations (GND) 1-4. Since then, strain gradient plasticity has become 
an increasingly important topic in applied mechanics as it is widely reported that the yield strength of 
a material depends not only on the strain, but also on the strain gradient 2,4,5. In general, during 
material plastic deformation the dislocations are generated, moved and their storage causes work 
hardening of the materials. Dislocations are stored because they accumulate by trapping each other in 
a random way (termed Statistically Stored Dislocations (SSD)s) or they are required for compatible 
deformation of various parts of the material (termed Geometrically Necessary Dislocations (GND)s) 
1-6. In other words, during plastic deformation, GNDs accommodate the orientation gradients within 
individual grains and they are required to maintain lattice continuity 7. Ashby 4 proposed that work 
hardening reflects the way in which the arrays of stored dislocations obstruct the motion of other 
moving dislocations. He also suggested that in polycrystals the plastic strain gradient is produced by 
the mismatch of slip directions at grain boundaries. Furthermore, S. Sun, et al., observed that during 
deformation, the constituent grains of polycrystals developed complex heterogeneous deformation 
patterns with variations in local strain and crystal orientation occurring over a wide range of length 
scales 2. They also claimed that interfaces can resist the motion of lattice dislocations, or absorb or 
emit them depending upon the structure of the interface and local mechanical conditions. Their GND 
calculation also showed that the lattice curvature observed in the vicinity of interfaces and the GND 
accumulations at grain boundary was dependent on the strain level imposed on the material. 
Moreover, Raabe, et al., reported that the orientation gradient may proceed from a variation in slip 
system activation throughout a grain leading to local domains with different orientation 8.  
 
2. Materials and Methods 
In the current study Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) is applied to measure the plastic strain 
within the individual orientation. The alloy used in this study was nickel based superalloy RR1000 
with 18.5% Co and 15% Cr. The average grain size was in the range of 30 ± 5 μm diameter. The 
received samples from Rolls-Royce plc were subjected to thermo-mechanical fatigue cycles until 
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failure. Standard EBSD working conditions was used and the orientation data was collected with 100 
nm step size in order to determine the orientation spread within individual grains at small length 
scales. The EBSD obtained data was then analysed using the HKL-Channel 5 and TSL-OIM data 
analysis packages. The GND map was generated from EBSD data and the principle of GND 
calculations is reported in 9. The microtexture was examined in the vertical section of the failed 
specimen parallel to the wider face of the gauge length, LD-TD plane (LD: Loading Direction, TD: 
Transverse Direction). Large area of EBSD scan was performed in the vicinity of the crack front. The 
experimental data collected from 10 (2 × 2 mm) EBSD maps for over 2000 grains. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
The grains with specific texture component were identified and analysed individually as shown in 
Figure 1 and Table 1. It is evident from Figure 1 that Cube grains, identified in 1a, showed high 
Schmid Factor (0.45-0.48); 1b, low Taylor Factor (1.5-2.1); 1c, low overall GND content 
(102.4/μm2); 1d, and low Elastic stiffness (125 GPa); 1f. Whilst the Brass grains, identified in 1a, 
showed low Schmid Factor (0.26-0.31); 1b, high Taylor Factor (4.1-4.3); 1c, high overall GND 
content (104.3/μm2); 1d, with high Elastic stiffness (240 GPa); 1f. An example of a Brass grain 
containing high GND (104.5/μm2) is indicated by a dashed rectangle box in Figure 1c-f. In this study, 
the focus was on Cube and Brass orientations as they showed contrary characteristics and opposite 
response to the applied load. It was clear from the overall statistical analyses carried out for over 2000 
grains, see Table 1, that Cube grains acted as “soft” grains and showed relatively low indication of 
strain hardening, (low GND density, especially in the centre of the grains), see grains 1 and 2 in Figure 
1d. Whereas, the Brass grains showed to be more resistant to deform plastically, Figure 1b-d, and 
elastically, Figure 1f. Therefore, the Brass grains were behaved as “hard” grains and showed high 
strain hardening indicated in the GND map in Figure 1d. The ESBD elastic data obtained for RR1000 
here, see Figure 1f, was comparable with the elastic stiffness data for pure nickel where the elastic 
stiffness in <111> direction was found to be higher than in <100> direction 10-12.  
 
Table 1: Statistics for over 2000 grains showing Schmid factor and Taylor factor values as well as the 
calculated GND values for individual texture component. 
 

 
In literature, various crystallographic orientation correlations with Schmid factor, Taylor factor, and 
dislocation density are suggested 13-16. However, there are ambiguities between the reported 
correlations and it appeared that some irregularities existed in the present study. For instance, although 
GND does not represent the total amount of dislocation density, it still is rather surprising from 
conventional metallurgical interpretations to have a grain with high Schmid factor, but contain low 
GND density and vice versa. Yet, the experimental studies clearly showed that such a relationship 
exists. Therefore, the formation and development of GND accumulation as well as the definition of 
hard and soft grains are reassessed here aiming to establish direct orientation relationship with 
deformation parameters.  
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Figure 1: HKL-EBSD derived (a) IPF//LD map with individual texture components are indicated, C: 
Cube (100)<001>, G: Goss (110)<001>, B: Brass (110)<112>, Cu: Copper (112)<111>, S: 
(123)<634>, (b) (111)<1-10> Schmid factor map (Min.: 0.1, Max.: 0.5), (c) Taylor factor map (Min. = 
1, Max. = 5), the 3D crystal viewer are shown for some grains, the calculated GND map is shown in 
(d), TSL-EBSD (e) calculated (111) slip trace map, (f) Elastic stiffness map (LD (S11/E11), where 
Sij=stress and Eij= strain component (Min. = 100, Max. = 250 GPa). 
 
As proposed in 8 two main considerations are essential in order to understand the deformation 
mechanism in the individual grains (i) orientation (ii) neighbouring grain orientations aspects. From 
Figure 2a, for a soft grain, i.e., Cube grain, to deform plastically the dislocations including SSD and 
GND would generate on (111) plane, as this plane is perfectly aligned for slip if loaded in the direction 
indicated in the same figure, see also Figures 1b and 1e. Theoretically, for the ideal Cube ((001) // TD-
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ND plane and <100> // TD) all four (111) planes have 54.74° angle with the LD. From slip trace map 
in Figure 1e, the angle between LD and two of the (111) trace are close to 45º in grains 1 and 2. See 
also the highlighted Cube grain in Figure 2b, showing (111) slip plane traces observed by SEM and 
fitted with highlighted EBSD-TSL (111) trace map in Figure 2c. It appeared that a slight deviation 
from ideal Cube orientation (typically ± 9°) makes the geometrical condition of <001> in the Cube 
oriented grains to be closely aligned with LD for relatively easy (111)<110>-slip system activation. 
This condition would facilitates uniform shear, consequently these high Schmid factor Cube grains 
yield easily and tend to plastically deform without reorientation, hence contain high strain 
concentration while stress concentration decreases within such grains. The generated and existed 
dislocations continue to move freely until they reach grain boundaries, see Figure 2b, as there is no 
obstacle to impede their movements. Thus, there is little strain hardening is expected upon this stage 
of deformation in soft grains.  
 

 
Figure 2: The development of GND accumulation model in soft grains. 
 
Considering the orientation factor only, these grains expected to shear promptly on (111) plane under 
such a condition. However, from neighbouring grain orientations aspect, these dislocations would 
slowdown when reaching the grain boundaries as they face pronounced obstacles in movement from 
surrounding hard grains see Figure 2c. In other words, slip transfer is extremely difficult if a soft grain 
surrounded by hard grains. This is generally explained by the strain and stress incompatibilities 
between differently oriented grains 17. At this stage of deformation the GND will accumulate near 
the grain boundaries and cause intense strain hardening, see Figure 2d. An experimentally observed 
GND accumulation on the grain boundary in a Cube is highlighted in the same figure. This explains 
minimal GND density in the center of most of the Cube grains observed in this study. Meanwhile the 
generated SSDs during deformation might remain in the center of the grain but this cannot be verified 
by EBSD. It should be emphasised here that because of the actual 3D dislocation projections on 2D 
EBSD GND map, the GND accumulations appeared all around the grain boundary of that particular 
grain, see Figure 2d. This soft grain strain-hardening model can explain Raabe, et al., findings as they 
showed that the Cube grain deformation is strongly dependent on the neighboring grains’ orientation 
8. Also this verifies the work in 7,18 where they found that the hard grains did not deform 
significantly until the soft grains were hardened. Subsequently the grains with low Taylor factor 
developed less GNDs than the grains with high Taylor factor. The experimental evidence in support of 
this model is also in an agreement with the definition of GND in 19-21 as they stated that GNDs act 
as obstacles to the motion of SSDs and hence contribute to work hardening of the materials. It is also 
important to realise that this model only valid if the soft grain surrounded by hard grains. From overall 
GND and EBSD maps, it seemed that the Cube grain family might accommodate most of the imposed 
strain by SSD rather than GND when it surrounded by other soft grains.  
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Figure 3: The development of GND accumulation model in hard grains. 
 
As indicated in Figure 1b, visualised in Figure 1e and schematically drawn in 3a, in a hard Brass grain 
there was no particular slip system perfectly aligned for easy activation. From orientation aspects, 
these grains are not favourably oriented for octahedral (111)<110> slip system activation, therefore, 
the whole crystal tends to rotate in order to activate this or any other available slip systems including 
Cubic (100)<110> system. The crystal rotation (reorientation) during loading in order to accommodate 
the imposed strain is further explored in 22,23. The crystal rotation will lead to high stress 
concentration, thus high strain hardening is expected at the very early stage of deformation in the hard 
grains. This will generate further dislocations including SSD and GND on different slip planes within 
the same grain, see Figure 3a, and the dislocation density would intensify during loading, see Figure in 
3b-c. It seems that Brass grains resist the crystal rotation through accommodating further GND, i.e., 
strain hardening. The dislocations continue to accumulate on different primary and secondary slip 
planes, see high GND density locations in Figure 3d. In the same figure an experimentally measured 
GND density and the slip plane traces observed by EBSD measurements in a Brass grain is 
highlighted. Clearly, the locations of high GND in the highlighted Brass grain can be aligned with the 
certain (111), (110) and (100) primary and secondary slip traces in Figure 3c. This hard grain 
eventually fragmented after creating high orientation gradient. It was evident that the grain boundary 
played no major role in hard grain plastic deformation and strain hardening. However, considering the 
neighbouring grain interaction, when a hard grain finally deformed, the surrounding soft grains would 
deform accordingly. This explains the original high Taylor factor values in the hard grains as found in 
this and pervious studies.  
 
4. Conclusions 
The soft and hard grain GND accumulation models, described in this study, demonstrate that the grain 
boundary is the major factor influencing GND accumulation in soft grains, whilst the orientation is the 
critical parameter in hard grains’ fragmentation. This is supported by experimental evidence where 
high GND content was found in the vicinity of the grain boundary in the Cube (soft) grains and on slip 
plane traces within the Brass (hard) grain. The GND absolute value varied as it is interrelated with 
deformation stages, but their location within the grains gives exact description of strain hardening state 
and deformation micromechanism in hard and soft grains.  
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